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Nice Weather in
Pittburgh Best
Apocalypse Ever
Continuing sunshine may appear to
be a nice change for often-dreary
Pittsburgh, but it’s really a sign of
the coming apocalypse. Local theo-
logical group turned freelance
weather reporters End Times
Prophets issued a report detailing
the coming cessation of the world-
ly realms.

“With good weather continuing
well into September, it seems clear
that the Time of Fire is at hand,”
read the report. “We expect the
Earth to last another, oh, forty days
and forty nights or so until the End
of Days. Those who think them-
selves likely to be lifted up into the
sky during the Rapture should dress
warmly, as temperature decreases
with altitude.”

But few other contemporary
researchers find merit in the report.
“These findings may appear plausi-
ble on the surface, but when we
look deeper we came to realize that
they are in fact quite preposterous,”
said Jeremiah Colby of Christians
For Jesus. “I mean, I think it’s pret-
ty clear we haven’t even had an
Antichrist yet, and everyone knows
you can’t have a proper Coming of
the Wrath of the Lord without an
Antichrist.”

Desperate to come up with
another source of revenue
now that most students are
avoiding the place at all costs,
CMU's own Schatz dining
room has begun selling its
recipes to the NBC show Fear
Factor.

“One day, as usual, I was emp-
tying the contents of the
dumpster outside Donner into
the soup du jour, and I saw a
kid vomiting violently into the
trash bin,” said Schatz opera-
tor Timothy Jenkins. “Having
kids vomit our food up is a
shameless waste of perfectly
good donkey testicles.
Especially when they're ripe.
They are rarely in season.”
Jenkins decided to take his
business to NBC.

The Schatz “food” made its
debut on last Monday's
episode, and four out of six
contestants vomited and

crapped themselves by simply
looking at the dishes. “They
feed this shit to kids at
Carnegie Mellon?” said host
Joe Rogan. “No wonder their
band doesn't wear pants. With
the explosive diarrhea they're
sure to have from this food,
there simply isn't enough time
to take pants off.”

The money from the sale of
the food will be used to
improve the overall quality of
animal entrails and genitalia
available to students every day
at Schatz Cafeteria.

And to line the already burst-
ing coffers of the fat-cat
Administration! Bring back
free printing you asswipes!

Schatz Food Makes Debut on NBC’s Fear Factor

Calculus TA Making It Up as He Goes
The University is facing a slew of economic dif-
ficulties, due to impulsive administration pur-
chases of Ferarris. Students are facing lower
quality Teaching Assistants and the substitution
of Elmer’s Glue for Ranch Dressing at all cam-
pus dining facilities.

Judd Fargas is a CMU
Post Office employee,
but doubles as a
Calculus TA during his
lunch hour. “Y’see that
there antee-dee-reeve-
ee-teeve?” croaked
Fargas to his 8:30 recita-
tion, between bubbly
snorts. “That thang dun
[sic.] dee-riv-ee-tee-
zayshun-ized into that
there other thang,” he
elaborated, pointing at a
sloppy drawing of a
pickup truck.

But not all of the new TA’s are as eloquent as
Fargas. Alex Dmitrikov speaks only High Elven
and writes only Peruvian, and Peruvian isn’t a
real language. Nobody quite understands his
points, though they are certain they’re witness-
ing something profound.
But the worst is the one remaining graduate stu-

dent, Jake Stockholm. He is often heard boast-
ing about how he faked his way into Carnegie
Mellon through unintentional plagiarism,
friends in the administration, intentional plagia-
rism, influential mob ties, and feigned pregnan-

cy.

“I just don’t get it,”
said Greg Harris, who
wishes to remain
anonymous. “One day,
a student asked him to
go over the last class, in
which he’d divided i by
zero and gotten eight.
He started invoking
something called
‘Pomega’, which
looked a lot like an
omega with a pi hat on
it. He explained that
Pomega was the inverse
of the quantity Spork,

plus Stovepipe Hat, multiplied by the quantity
Walrus minus Frenchman. No matter how
elaborate he made the diagram, I just couldn’t
get it.”

Students in Stockholm’s class have mastered
one important law: The ubiquitous “Because I
Said So” postulate.

All You Can Puke

It Makes More Sense Than Real Math
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Health Risk: Reese Witherspoon alive and making movies.

Trying to avoid a repeat of last year’s failure,
CDC and local officials have taken an
unprecedented initiative by warning
Americans about another outbreak of Reese
Witherspoon, possibly appearing around the
New York or Los Angeles area within the
next week. Projections suggest that she will
be working her way through the late-night
TV circuit into a local theater near you.
Citizens are adviced to brace themselves
against brash, over-acted performances
involving some sort of love entanglement
and the spewing forth gaping mouthfuls of
meaningless shit. Witherspoon’s next film is

reported to be “Just Like Heaven,” and is
strongly recommended against for anyone
not a 13-year old girl.

“When I heard that Witherspoon was going
to be the lead, I fell to my knees and cried,”
says Marc Levy, writer of novel If Only It
Were True, on which the film is based. “It’s
like taking all my dreams and aspirations for
the novel, and dumping a platter of shit on
top of them.” Shortly after Mr. Levy was
found dead from a self-inflicted gunshot
wound to the head. Many veteran movie-
goers have stocked up on 200-proof alco-
hol. The smart ones already drank 200-
proof Drano.

Dreamworks Pictures chairman, Rodger
Enrico, explains his reasoning for allowing
such a film to be released on the general
public in a statement last Friday. “An unem-
ployed Witherspoon means Legally Blonde
3. That means that I will be remembered as
the man who started the nuclear holocaust.”

Witherspoon’s next film co-stars Kirsten
Dunst and is about two sisters in New York
who must take care of their brain-dead par-
ents, while trying to find Mr. Perfect and dis-
cover the power of sisterhood.

She’s devouring our flesh!

Point-Counterpoint: Slipknot

Point: SLIPKNOT TOTALLY ROX MY
FAV SONG IS MY PLAGUE THERE
THE BEST BAND EVER AND IF U
DON’T LIKE THEM THEN U SUCK!!!!!!
COREY TAYLOR IS SO AWESOME
ALSO JOEY HES THE BEST DRUMMER
EVER THEY R SO AWESOME OMG!!!!!!!!

Translation:
I believe that Slipknot is an exceptional metal
group. Of all their songs, the one I enjoy
most is the one entitled “My Plague.” If you
happen to be one of those people who do
not enjoy their music, I consider you an infe-
rior human being. Corey Taylor is truly a
God among men, and Joey is as well. The lat-
ter is the most talented percussionist the
world of rock music has ever seen. In fact,
the entire group is top quality in every way, to
the point where I feel compelled to invoke
the name of the Lord.

Northwest Airlines Pledges
To Go More Bankrupt

Northwest Airlines announced yesterday its
intention to take the concept of bankruptcy
to new levels by filing for types of bank-
ruptcy protection nobody has ever heard of
before, let alone used. The move came as a
result of Northwest and Delta Air Lines fil-
ing for Chapter 11 within minutes of each
other.

“We decided that being the most bankrupt
airline in the country is our best hope for
maintaining an edge over our competitors,”
explained Northwest spokesman Jim
Dithers. “We feel it will motivate many air
travelers to move their business to
Northwest.”

Northwest’s bold move caused other major
US airlines to also file for more bankruptcy
protection. Within minutes of Northwest’s
announcement United Airlines and US
Airways both announced in the process of
seeking Chapter 12 bankruptcy protection.

Northwest seemed unconcerned with these
competitive moves. “We’ve already got
Chapter 15 underway,” said Dithers We
could be all the way up to 19 by the end of
the month, if we wanted to be. And we will
file for as much bankruptcy protection as it
takes to stay more bankrupt than our com-
petitors. We are committed to this goal, and
we will not be outdone.”

Legal Correspondent Shelly Winthrop
believes Northwest may face difficulties
when it gets to chapter numbers so high
that they don’t exist. He said, “I think it
goes up to around 23, then whatever legal
document the chapter number refers to
starts going on about acceptable amounts of
plastic in string cheeese.”

Point: SLIPKNOT TOTALLY
ROX!

Counterpoint: LOL!!!! U R SO LAME!!!!!!
SLIPKNOT SUX BUNCH OF PANSIES
WITH THERE MASKS AND JUMPSUITS
EVERYONE THAT LIKES SLIPKNOT
IS STUPID I DON’T SEE WHY EVERY-
BODY LIKES A BUNCH OF SCREAM-
ERS ITS GAY!!!!!! 

Translation:
I find your argument to be most amusing. It
is you who is an inferior human being.
Slipknot is actually rather dreadful. The fact
that they perform wearing various costumes
is evidence that they are a generally effemi-
nate group of people. Every person on the
planet who enjoys their music is of dimin-
ished mental capacity. It is unfathomable to
me why people would enjoy a group that has
a habit of shouting so much. I find the prac-
tice to be homosexual in nature.

Counterpoint: SLIPKNOT
TOTALLY SUX!

Fly the Bankrupt Skies
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Iraqi Constitution

We the people*, in order to establish a
more oppressive regime, do ordain and
establish this Constitution for Iraq.
*For purposes of this Constitution, people
means those with ties to the United States.

Article 1

The government of the new Iraq shall
hereby consist of three branches:
Executive, Legislative, and Halliburton.

Section 1

The executive power shall be vested in a
President (despot). He shall be elected by
drawing a name from a hat and hold office
until such time that he doesn’t feel like rul-
ing anymore or he disagrees with the
United States of America.

No person, excepting those currently in
this room writing this constitution, shall be
eligible to the office of president.

In case of the removal of the president
from office, or of his assassination, resig-
nation, or inability to discharge the powers
and duties of said office, a new President
will be chosen by a game of crazy eights.

The president shall, at stated times, receive
for his services a compensation, which
shall consist of whatever he feels like tak-
ing from the peoples of Iraq as long as he
shares it with the rest of us.

Section 2

All legislative powers herein granted shall
be invested in an elected Congress

The Congress shall then be the bitch of
the president.

Section 3

The Halliburton branch shall be entrusted
with propping up the government and
turning a blind eye to all human rights vio-
lations perpetrated by said government,
and shall be periodically compensated with
really sweet deals on oil.

Halliburton shall have the power, then, to
jack up their prices anyway to make an
even bigger profit.

Article 2

Section 1

The judicial power of Iraq shall be vested
in the rest of us in this room right now
who didn’t get to be President. The judges
shall receive, as long as they do not show
respect, love, or kindness for the people,
for their services a compensation (see arti-
cle 1, section 1, paragraph 4).

The trial of all crimes shall consist of sen-
tences handed out arbitrarily whenever we
may feel like it.

Treason against Iraq shall consist only of
plotting to overthrow the government, not
being Muslim, being female, or being in
the wrong place at the wrong time.

Section 2

Those in this room shall proceed to get
drunk on American beer, brought to us by
the worshipful Coalition that includes not
those pansy Germans and their weak beer.

Article 3—Bill of Rights

Ha! There’s a good one!

Top 40 Upcoming Indie
Rock Bands

1. The Superpickles
2. The Rusty Trombones
3. The Gazebos
4. The The-y The’s
5. The Clone Stamp
6. The Adjectivey Nouns
7. The Rapists
8. The Leftover Kennedy’s
9. The Minute Maids
10. The Dirty Sanchez
11. The Scat Monkeys
12. The Greedy Administration
13. The Malignant Tumors
14. BAMF!
15. The Dyin’ Brians
16. The Ben Franklin Bobbleheads
17. The O.C. Sucks But  Plays Our Musics
18. The Gargantuan Gargantuans
19. The Band Formally Known as The
20. Lil’ The
21. The Skeeting Skeeters
22. The Anal Leakage
23. The Tartan
24. The Ultimate Frisbees
25. One Nut Too Busted
26. St. Vincent and the Grenadines
27. The Democratic Democrats
28. The Generic Noncomformists
29. The Cleaning Kangaroos
30. The Repressed Sexualites
31. Indier Than Thou
32. The Adolexcents
33. Pankhurst and the Suffragettes
34. The Eric Wright Pens
35. The Haughty Elitists Project
36. The Britney Spears Breasts Tribute Band
37. The Depressed Happiness
38. The Levitating Cheeseburgers
39. The Glengarry Glens
40. Bono and the Bonettes
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This is the True section, where we tell you how to live your life

WWeedd::  NNoo  FFiillmm
There is no film today, you get to do
homework instead.

TThhuurrss :: FFaassssbb iinnddeerr   DDoouubb llee
FFeeaattuurree
77   1100   11
So the distributor screwed up last week
and didn’t show. Now last week’s films
have become this week’s. The Tartan will
tell you Tastes Like Honey is playing, but
they are liars caught in their own trap. So
anyway, two German films: Love is Colder
than Death and Katzelmacher. They will
undoubtedly be uplifiting.

FFrrii::  UUnnlleeaasshheedd
88   1100  1122
It’s Jet Li going crazy and killing peoples.
The difference between this and his other
films is that he has a collar, and if it’s on
he doesn’t kill peoples. Morgan Freemans
is also in this, as a blind guy. If you want
to see Jet Li kick and punch things then
this film should be worth your time.

SSaatt::  TThhee  LLoonnggeesstt  YYaarrdd  88  1100
1122
Adam Sandler likes remaking old movies.
Waterboy and Big Daddy are rehashes of
silent comedies and Mr. Deeds is an even
more obvious remake. The trend continues
with this movie about prisoners playing
football. Burt Reynolds appears because he
was in the original and is Burt Reynolds.

SSuunn::  BBrriiddee  aanndd  PPrreejjuuddiiccee
88   1100  1122
This is an adaptation of a Jane Austen
novel. They changed one letter and are
therefore extremely clever. This version
takes place in India and is in the style of
an Indian film, only short. At least it has
Indian actors in it. So expect music and
dance and Jane Austeny stuff.

Cheap Movies at
McConomy
All the nights, brought to you by AB, except
Saturday which is SDC. 1 Buck.

No S o p h om o r e  S l um p H e r e
A few years ago, New York-based hipster
darlings Stellastarr* (and yes, the asterisk is
part of the name) gained widespread
national acclaim among critics and music
snobs for their self-titled debut album
along with tours supporting acts including
the Raveonettes and Placebo. The rest of
the world took little notice of these four
Pratt grads highly influenced by the musi-
cal stylings of the 70s and 80s.

They're making it quite difficult to be
ignored the second time around.
Harmonies for the Haunted, the second
full-length from Stellastarr*, easily outdoes
their first effort, which is considered one
of the strongest rock debuts in recent
years. This is a more mature, better-devel-
oped album that showcases a band that has
found their niche and filled it perfectly.
From the opening piano chords of “Lost
in Time,” a haunting song that brings to
mind Disintegration-era Cure, it is clear
that this is no half-assed second album put
out to appease a record label. The jump
from this first track to the exceedingly
catchy “Damn This Foolish Heart” is sim-
ply a waste-no-time introduction to the
amount of ground Stellastarr* covers in
their music. And plenty of ground is cov-
ered without thinking twice, looking back,
or faltering.

This is that rare album that doesn't even
have weak songs, let alone bad ones. One
listen to the album will elicit memories of
everyone from the Cure to David Bowie to
the Talking Heads to the Pixies, while still
building upon the groundwork of these
earlier bands rather than simply copying
them. Standout tracks are the aforemen-
tioned “Lost in Time,” “Sweet Troubled
Soul,” “On My Own,” and “Island Lost at
Sea,” but like I said, there's nothing bad on
here. Check it out and then go pick it up.
Hell, just go pick it up. It's that good.

If you’d like to see less of these annoying ads...
join readme

email bleahy@andrew.cmu.edu
Photoshoppers, true writers and ‘fake’ writers needed

Stellastarr*

S h ame l e s s  P l u g :  A r r e s t e d  D e v e l o pm e n t
There is no article
here because there is
no need for one.
This is because you
should be watching
A r r e s t e d
D e v e l o p m e n t

instead of reading an
article. So why are
you still reading this?
Go, watch it now or
readme won’t like
you anymore. Or we
just won’t get paid.
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This is the True section, where we tell you how to live your life

The Activities Board is the primary
event programming organization at
Carnegie Mellon University. We are a
student-led organization formed by
the Student Senate and charged with
providing a breadth of programming
to the campus community.

The beginning of the new year is the
perfect time to get involved with stu-
dent organizations. Stop by the AB
tables at the Activities Fair if you're
interested in helping with any of
AB's activities! Visit www.activities-
board.org to learn more about what
we do.

As always, readme meets on
Wednesdays at 6:30pm and we have
free pizza. We need writers, photo-
shoppers, and generally awesome
people. Find us on the 3rd floor of
the UC in the lounge or stop by the
AB office at UC 316.

join AB and readme
Because of how royally the Pirates suck, there’s
a very nice stadium on the North Shore that is
more or less going to waste. Fortunately, PNC
Park is being put to good use with what is quite
possibly the best concert Pittsburgh (and most
other cities, for that matter) has ever seen.
Because if you somehow haven’t heard, on
Wednesday, September 28, the Rolling Stones
bring their Bigger Bang Tour to Pittsburgh, with
special guests Pearl Jam opening just this one
show. Basically, it’s one of the best rock acts of
our generation opening for one of the best rock
acts ever.

The Stones are touring in support of their
recently released A Bigger Bang, easily their best
album in years. And by years, I mean decades.
It’s got more passion, more energy, and rocks
harder. This is an album that doesn’t need qual-
ifiers like “for their age” or “compared to other
recent works.” A Bigger Bang is, very simply, a
return to the Sex, Drugs, and Rock ‘n’ Roll we
expect from the Stones. And their live show car-
ries that same renewed energy. And they’re

somehow still touring, so it’s a chance to see
absolute legends while they’re around.

Pearl Jam is fresh off a tour of Canada, and are
heading to South America later in the fall.
There’s no actual U.S. tour at the moment, just a
few sporadic shows. And somehow, Pittsburgh
managed to be one of those. Still haven’t quite
figured that one out. But with a new album due
in the early part of next year, hype is once again
beginning to surround the boys from Seattle.
And opening for one of their primary influences
is only going to compound that.

This is pretty much the show of the year. Very
simply. And with recently added tickets that are
finally under $100, it’s well worth your while. So
get yourself some tickets and head to the stadi-
um for the one night this baseball season that
won’t suck at PNC Park.

Putting the Stadium to Use

the fall concert
is going to be

amazing...
details soon.

Cuba Could Have
Saved US Victims

Fidel Castro has offered 1600
Cuban doctors to help with the
Hurricane Relief Effort. The
United States prompty refused.

Castro blamed pride, but
readme expects that the
Administration is holding out
for cigars.

Dog Joins Buddhist
Temple

A stray dog named Hama is the
newest acolyte at a temple in
South Korea, has learned to sit,
stay and perform Buddhist
prayer rituals alongside the
monks.

Hama is likely the reincarna-
tion of Richard Gere.

Psychopaths make bet-
ter Stockbrokers

A study has revealed that peo-
ple with brain damage actually
make better stock traders.
Scientists say the crazy are
more likely to take risks and
thus get bigger returns.

Day traders everywhere are
now breaking their heads open
to help them succeed.

Pearl Jam

The Rolling Stones

                   



Events and Things On and Off Campus
Wednesday September 21
concert: Hellnation, The Sprouts, Suburban Death
Machine @ Mr. Roboto Project, 7 pm, $6
concert: Josh Kelley and Michael Tolcher @ Mr.
Small’s Funhouse, 8pm, $10, all ages
concert: Monophonics @ Club Café, 7 pm, $10

Thursday September 22
movie: Double Feature! Love is Colder than Death &
Katzelmacher, McConomy, 7 10 1, $1
lecture: Globalization, Colonization, and Language
Endangerment Perspectives from Africa, Adamson
Wing (BH 136A), 4:30 pm
event: 8:30-10:30am: Free bagels in front of Doherty
hall, brought to you by Mortar Board
concert: Caustic Christ, Warzone Womyn, Brain
Handle, Kim Phuc @ Mr. Roboto Project, 7 pm, $5
concert: Head Femur @ Club Café, 7 pm, $10
concert: Grapevine @ Club Café, 10:30 pm, $10
concert: Lord Carrett @ Funny Bone, 7:30 pm, $8
comedy: Ralphie May @ Improv, 8pm, $18

Friday September 23
movie: Unleashed, McConomy, 8 10 12, $1
event: ARCC and SSA Mid Autumn Festival, Kirr
Commons (UC), 4:30 pm
event: AB Tech Oreintation, Rangos Ballroom, 4:30
pm, COME AND PLAY!
concert: Tarbox Ramblers @ Club Café, 7pm, $10
concert: Cherry Monroe, Never the Nines, Chalk
Outline Party, Hang the Radio @ Mr. Small’s
Funhouse, 7pm, $10, all ages
concert: Developer, Machine Go Boom @ Garfield
Artworks, 8pm, $6, all ages
concert: Leslie Addis @ Quiet Storm Café, 9pm
concert: Fluttr Effect @ Peter’s Pub
comedy: Lord Carrett @ Funny Bone, 8 & 10:30 pm,
$8
comedy: Ralphie May @ Improv 8 & 10 pm, $20

Saturday September 24
movie: Friday Night Lights, McConomy, 8 10 12, $1
concert: Mark Blackman & The Sugar Roasters @
The Underground, 7 pm,  FREE!
concert: Acoustic Alchemy Trio @ Club Café, 7 pm,
$28
concert: The Juliana Theory, Lovedrug, Days Away,

The Goodwill @ Mr. Small’s Funhouse, 7 pm, $14,
all ages
concert: Girls on Film @ Garfield Artworks, 4 pm,
$6, all ages
concert: Southeast Engine @ Quiet Storm Café, 9pm
concert: Emerson Drive, Mark Wills @ Industrial
Park, Monessen, PA
concert: Life In Bed @ Lava Lounge
concert: Lou Christie, Billy J. Kramer @ Palace
Theatre, Greensburg,PA
concert: America @ Pepsi Cola Roadhouse,
Burgettstown, PA, 8 pm, $58-$78
concert: Motorpsychos @ Rex Theatre

comedy: Lord Carrett @ Funny Bone, 8 & 10:30 pm,
$15
comedy: Ralphie May @ Improv, 7, 9, 11 pm, $20

Sunday September 25
movie: Bride and Prejudice, McConomy, 8 10 12, $1
event: Exam sessions for amateur radio license, HH
B103, 4pm, $14 (email ar99@ for more info)
comedy: Ralphie May @ Improv, 7pm, $18
Monday September 26
lecture: MapHub- Distributed Mapping for Shared
Cultural Expression, Adamson Wing (BH 136A), 4:30
pm
concert: Luce @ Club Café, 7 pm, $12
concert: Against Me @ Rex Theatre, 7:30 pm, $12

Tuesday September 27
concert: Joseph Arthur @ Club Café, 7 pm, $12
concert: Numbers, Limited Express @ Garfield
Artworks, 8 pm, $7, all ages
comedy: Lord Carrett @ Funny Bone, 7:30 pm, $5

Do you have events?
Do you like FREE advertising?

YOU DO?!
Email bleahy@andrew.cmu.edu with your event informa-
tion.  Include a description, the time, date, location and

cost.  We will include it in this event listing ABSOLUTELY
FREE! Believe it or not, people actually read this thing. 

I mean, you are, right?

                                                                                         


